
Blockchain Innovation – Web3
Read, Write, Own

Web3 Phone 

Monetize data with token
Incentivize user participation with token
Manage/trade token on blockchain

Integrating blockchain with the web3 
browser and phone is easy and secure for 
users to manage and trade digital assets

Web3 Browsers

Brave, Opera, Puma

https://101blockchains.com/web3-internet-browsers/


IPFS - InterPlanetary File System
An internet protocol for distributed Web3

https://medium.com/innovation/how-ipfs-is-disrupting-the-web-e10857397822


IPFS - InterPlanetary File System
An internet protocol for distributed Web3

http: Location addressing

Censorship

Single point 
of failure

Impermanence

IPFS:  content addressing

https://medium.com/innovation/how-ipfs-is-disrupting-the-web-e10857397822


IPFS: InterPlanetary File System
An internet protocol for a distributed Web3

ipfs://bafybeiemxf5abjwjbikoz4mc3a3dla6ual3jsgpdr
4cjr3oz3evfyavhwq/wiki/Vincent_van_Gogh

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vincent_van_Gogh
Access a file

https://medium.com/innovation/how-ipfs-is-disrupting-the-web-e10857397822


IPFS Use in Blockchain

File is stored off chain,
Its hash is stored on chain.
They are linked via IPFS

Hash ( ) =
15e2b0d3c33891ebb0f1E
F609ec419420c20e320ce
94c65fbc8c3312448eb225    

Video Clip
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on Chain

File 
off Chain
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Brave – Web3 Browser 60M users monthly

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLiLOkzLetE&t=1s
https://brave.com/transparency/


Brave: Faster, Safer, Ad-free 
Save memory by 33%-66%, Reduce power by 35%

https://brave.com/memory-savings-in-brave/
https://www.cnet.com/tech/mobile/brave-uses-way-less-power-than-chrome-for-android-startup-says/


Brave’s Basic Attention Token (BAT)



Brave’s Blockchain Business Model

Click rate: 
14% vs 2%
Stay: +10s 

Content + Ad
Publisher:70%
User: 15%
Brave: 15%

User: 70%, 
Brave: 30%

Tip
Local Tracking 

Blockchain

https://www.theancientbabylonians.com/what-is-brave-browser-and-why-you-should-use-it/


Brave’s Blockchain Business Model

User Publisher

User & Publisher experience with Brave

Brave Annual Revenue: $40.5M

https://www.theancientbabylonians.com/how-much-can-you-earn-with-brave-browser/
https://growjo.com/company/Brave_Software


Solana Saga – Crypto Phone (Bloomberg, 6/24/2022)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDGarcu5er4


Public blockchains are open to anyone (permissionless).  
The decentralized network has no one control over them.  
Participants interact anonymously with each other. 

Private blockchains define a user's rights on the network 
prior to admittance (permissioned).  Restrictions are 
placed on activities such as who can write to the ledger 
and what transaction they can participate in.  They are 
controlled by network administrator.  

Blockchain Type



Consensus Mechanism
For a decentralized group 
to approve transactions, 
a consensus protocol is 
needed.  

Majority rules! 

Proof of Work (Bitcoin)
Proof of Stake (Ethereum)
Proof of Authority (JPMCoin)
Public Notary (Corda)

https://builtin.com/blockchain/consensus-mechanism


Proof-of-Work (PoW)
Spam emails could be deterred by a small
cost: stamp or time-consuming work.

Every 10 min, 2K transactions are grouped in a block for validation. 
Users are incentivized to solve a hash puzzle, which can only be 
solved by random guessing (time-consuming mining work). 
The first solver wins an opportunity to validate the block, broadcast it, 
and receive newly minted bitcoins as a reward. 
Others auto-check it, accept the block by a margin of 2/3.



Proof-of-Work (PoW)
PoW is based on scarcity of resource.  Vote is tied to the 
resource not number of computers.  It assumes no one 
controls +50% network’s sources (51% attack).

Computers take money to buy and run, a user’s mining 
power is limited by the resource.  The incurred cost 
makes attack inefficient economically.

https://dci.mit.edu/51-attacks


Bitcoin Mining  Farm 2/11/2019


